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Letter 09b
DREAM
Gang Warfare
2017-09-30
Dear Dan,
25 January 1994.
I DREAMED THAT:
I found myself running through a >ield being chased by Members of a Gang who were trying to stone me.
As I ran, I spotted a small building with an Open Door which I approached and entered. The Building
seemed to be an abandoned smokehouse of some kind.
Several of the Gang Members followed me in. After entering, I stopped and as I turned around I noticed
that one of the Gangster's two front teeth were badly deformed. They grew out of his mouth making a
sharp bend to the left and circled his head twice, forming a cage which made it barely possible for him to
eat and impossible for him to kiss.
At this point I began to awake, and in my waking dream I thought to myself that the poor man might
possibly be relieved of his prison if I could remove his deformed front teeth with a carbide wire saw.
ONE POSSIBLE INTERPRETATION
The "Gang" represents Denominationalism, and the "Gangsters" are members of Church Denominations,
Protestant and Catholic.
The Deformed Teeth are the lies which we Christians tell throughout our own lives in an attempt to shield
ourselves from our neighbor's cruel remarks as well as our own. But this shield becomes our own curse
as our life then becomes partly contingent on the frequent production and maintenance of the Lies which
in turn become a Prison of Deceit. This keeps us from a Proper Diet of Truth and the Tender Touch of
Love.
The abandoned smoke-house may represent a previous work of God that provides refuge.
The carbide wire saw represents Creative Spiritual Technology in applying "Truth in Love" in order to
"set the Captive free". Amen.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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